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As a Reminder …
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Important to Keep in Mind

• U.S. scientists routinely collaborate productively with 
investigators in foreign countries … We must rely on 
productive research collaborations with foreign entities.

• Individuals violating laws/policies represent a small 
proportion of scientists working in and with U.S. 
institutions.  We must not reject brilliant minds working 
honestly and collaboratively to provide hope and healing.
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Reminder of Key Concerns …

• Diversion of proprietary information in grant applications or 
produced by NIH-supported biomedical research to other entities

• Sharing of confidential information by peer reviewers with others, 
including foreign … otherwise [influencing] funding decisions

• Failure by some researchers to disclose substantial resources 
from other[s] … including foreign governments, which threatens to 
distort decisions about the appropriate use of NIH funds
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We Have Seen These

• Outreach to over 60 institutions
• Failure to disclose substantial foreign resources

– Foreign employment arrangements
– Foreign grant support: problems with overlap, over-commitment
– In many cases, American institutions unaware

• Failure to disclose significant foreign financial COI
• Peer review violations
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Concern: Non-Disclosure

• Non-disclosure of substantial foreign research support
– Talents awards, employment, foreign grants
– Hidden transfers of information, know-how, data, person-time

• Non-disclosure of significant financial conflicts of interest
– Equity in foreign companies
– Foreign patents that leverage NIH-funded work

• Overlap, overcommitment, distorted funding decisions
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ACD Recommendations Regarding Other Support

• Broad awareness campaign, work with outside groups
– Ongoing (e.g. AAU, APLU, COGR, NAS, FDP)
– Coordination: ONS, OIG, DNI, FBI, DOE, DoD, NSF, State
– JASON study: Collaboration with national / economic security

• Re-evaluate existing policies and forms
– Ongoing, coordination with NSF

• Contact and work with recipient institutions
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How We Identify Possible Concerns

• Law enforcement
• Staff see inconsistencies of publications, grant documents
• Peer reviewers’ reports
• Complaints from co-workers, other scientists
• Institution self-report
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Stimulating Sharing of Best Practices
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Categories of Best Practices …

• Awareness building, training, coordination
• Review of foreign gifts, grants, contracts, collaborations
• Review of faculty foreign financial interests, affiliations
• Protection of data, cybersecurity
• Protection of IP, technology control plans
• Interactions with federal security, intelligence services
• Foreign travel safeguards; safeguards for visitors
• Export control compliance
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Growing Institutional Awareness
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Key Point: Encourage but be Transparent

• “While most international collaborations are acceptable and 
encouraged, we urge researchers to err on the side of transparency.”

• “It protects everyone’s interests – the Federal government, Penn 
State, individual researchers, and their international collaborators – to 
have international relationships disclosed and vetted to determine if 
there are any potential conflict of commitments, duplications of 
research, and/or diversion of intellectual property in the performance 
of federally funded research.”
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ACD Recommendations Regarding Peer Review

• Mandatory electronic confidentiality, COI certifications: done
• Notifying institutions of allegations: being done
• Improved systems controls, cybersecurity: in progress
• Limit access, download capability: being considered
• Specialized training: being done and being expanded
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Closing Thoughts

• For NIH, a new type of threat
• Implementing ACD recommendations
• Extensive institutional outreach has yielded results
• Working closely with other agencies and stakeholders
• We reiterate the importance of the contribution of foreign 

scientists to biomedical research; we must not create a 
climate that is unwelcoming to them
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